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Dinkelsbühl

Dinkelsbühl
Late Gothic gabled and halftimbered houses on cobbled
streets surrounded by a medieval
stone wall fascinated 19th century
kings and artists and the sense of
romance has never gone away.

One of few towns in such a complete state
of preservation, Dinkelsbühl had early
associations with monarchs in Germany before its once prized position as a free imperial
city found it vulnerable in the 17th century.
The Franconian royal court used the site in
the 8th century and two centuries later it was a
fortified crossing of the river Wörnitz.
The emperor Frederick Barbarossa gave
his son Conrad the town as part of his dowry in
1188. The following century the townspeople
had to buy their way expensively to freedom,
but acquired free imperial status. The present
fortifications were begun in this period and
extended in the 1370s. The town’s woollen
cloth was becoming an important local export
and its artisans fought for and won equality
with the commercial class. Most of the town
took the Lutheran faith in 1534.
When the Swedish army arrived at the
gates during the Thirty Years War, folklore has
it that the children came out after a few weeks
to plead with their besiegers. The commander,
who had just lost his own son, was moved to
spare the town. Today the Kinderzeche festival
play recreates the events of 1632 in costume.
In 1802 Dinkelsbühl became part of Bavaria
and the king Ludwig I forbade the destruction
of its walls in the name of progress. Late in the
1800s century artists discovered the untouched
charm of its half-timbered streetscapes, among
the most valuable of the type in Germany. This
began a tradition of studios and artistic retreats
that continues in the town.
Altstadt
The walled town is on the classic pattern,
centred on Marktplatz before the prominent
tower of Münster St Georg with four gates
roughly at the cardinal points. The town is
small enough to be circled in less than an
hour but it is worth following the promenade
slowly, viewing the ponds, the south-east moat
section and the details of the fortifications –
an ideal activity for late afternoon or evening,
when parts of the town are illuminated.
Information
Touristik Service Dinkelsbühl (tel 09851902440) is in the medieval building at
Altrathausplatz 14 and online at www.
dinkelsbuehl.de – select English then the
‘Tourist Information’ tab.
The Schöning Verlag Guide to the Romantic
Town of Dinkelsbühl (€4.95) is a good blend
of historical background and description of the
town’s features.
Transport
The town lies between Rothenburg ob der
Tauber (45 minutes) and Nördlingen (35
minutes) on the Deutsche Touring Romantische
Straße Frankfurt-Füssen bus route. Buses
depart daily in both directions (15.00 and
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Dinkelsbühl’s historical
rooflines are unbroken by progress.

Tourist information & accommodation
service: Altrathausplatz 14 (tel 09851902440, touristik.service@dinkelsbuehl
.de, May-Oct M-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-17,
Nov-Apr M-Su 10-17).
Money: VR-Bank, Weinmarkt 14 (M-Tu
& F 8.30-12, 13.30-16.30, W 8.30-12,
Th 8.30-12, 13.30-18).
Post: Luitpoldstraße 13 (M-F 9-17,
Sa 9-12).
Police: tel 110; Luitpoldstraße 11
(tel 09851-57190).
Pharmacy: Adler Apotheke, Ledermarkt
6 (M-F 8-12.30, 14-18, Sa 8-12); Altstadt
Apotheke, Nördlinger Straße 7 (M-F
8-12.30, 14-18, Sa 8.30-12.30).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinik Dinkelsbühl,
Crailsheimer Straße 6 (tel 09851-910).

The Gothic hall church Münster St Georg (1499), built at
Marktplatz over two generations by the father and son
Nikolaus Eseler, is the successor to smaller churches of
1170 and 1230. The Romanesque west portal belongs
to this period, the tower net vaulting to the 15th century
work, along with the choir altar, tabernacle, pulpit and
font. It seems the Romanesque tower, which is out of
proportion with the nave, was originally planned for the
north side, where a base was begun but never completed. The west tower from the older 13th century church
was then extended in the 16th century. The tower can be
climbed (F-Su, €1.50) in summer or as weather permits.
The Last Supper (1470), a pietà and Christ in the tomb are
depicted on the outer wall of the choir.

14.25 respectively) from Schweinemarkt from
mid April to late October.
VGN regional buses service Dinkelsbühl
from the nearest rail stations Crailsheim (No
59) and Ansbach (No 805, about 60 minutes,
M-F 18 times daily, Sa-Su six or seven
times daily), where there are connections to
Nuremberg, Munich, Würzburg and Stuttgart.
Bus 814 runs to and from Rothenburg (M-F
twice daily, about 50 minutes).
The Altstadt is closed to vehicles (Su 1318 and bank holidays), although guests with
booked accommodation may drive in to unload
luggage. Four large car parks are outside the
walls near the town gates.
Activities
Dinkelsbühl is a place where almost every
building holds a fascination and each street
repays time spent on foot with a good
handbook. Tours in English are sadly not usual.
There is a nightwatchman’s tour in German
with a quaint style involving singing in dialect
at the door of the town’s alehouses. Little will
be understood but it’s an excellent way to
taste local brews when the tankard is passed
around. The horse-and-cart tour from outside
the Schranne at Weinmarkt is also fascinating

for travellers who know some German.
Fresh produce is available at Wednesday
and Saturday morning markets at Weinmarkt.
Views
The tower of the Münster St Georg (May-Sep
F-Su 14-17 as weather permits, €1.50) provides
a superb view over the town and surrounding
districts. Sections of town wall that can be
climbed, especially around Rothenburger
Tor, or around Obere Mauerweg, provide
rooftop perspectives.
Events
The Kinderzeche festival takes place over
two weekends late in July, including the
third Monday. The event goes back to 1897,
when the siege story of 1632 was revived
and conflated with an old custom in which
children were ‘treated’ by the town council.
Re-enactments take place in the hall of the
Schranne and on Altrathausplatz, along with a
procession. Tickets are available at the tourist
office.
The Stadtfest in mid-September is on a
historical theme with markets and exhibitions
of traditional crafts. Christmas markets
over the traditional Advent period from late
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The knights of the Teutonic Order established a
branch in the town in 1350 and built a structure
near the Spital known as Tewtscher Hof. In 1390
the order moved to the Föhrenberggasse site of the
present Baroque palace Deutschordens Schloß,
which was built successively in four wings and
completed in 1764. The palace features a Rocaille
cartouche on the gable as well as the arms of the
architect and order’s grand master. The chapel
(1760, M-F 8-15, entry free) on the third level has
valuable Rococo stucco decoration and an altar
painting (18th century) showing the removal of
Christ from the Cross. The rest of the interior, now
government offices, is inaccessible.
At Weinmarkt five especially valuable houses
from the 16th century maintain their
Renaissance details. The Gustav-Adolf-Haus
– used by the Swedish king in the 17th century
as well as the emperor Charles V – and Zur
Glocke show similar stepped gables. The
half-timbered Deutsche Haus is well preserved
with decorative statues: building upper levels
with overhang was common in late Gothic and
Renaissance houses as stores were hoisted to
the upper lift hatches (often rates were only
paid on the ground floor area or frontage). The
St Georg Apotheke and the Schranne, a former
granary, complete the group.
The Hezelhof at Segringer Straße 7 –
now used as a hotel – is an example of a
prosperous 16th century house that has
remained little altered externally with its
steep gable and roof storage. The gem is
the rear courtyard with its three-storey
timbered gallery, adorned in season with
colourful blooms. But the design features,
so beautiful today, are reminders that these
houses were also places of business. The
courtyard can be reached most days during
hotel hours downstairs through the
reception area (€1 entrance tickets are
available at the desk).
Dinkelsbühl’s wall circuit has 18 towers of various
kinds and styles, whether bastions, gate towers or watch
towers. The oldest, with a base from the 13th century
but fitted with a later Renaissance gable, is the main
east gate Wörnitz Tor. The others of the four main gates
are Nördlinger Tor (1425, to the south) and the
late 14th century Rothenburger Tor (north), which vary
the stepped gable design, and the west-facing
Segringer Tor (rebuilt 1655), which has the distinctive
onion dome. Several of the towers had other uses,
notably the northerly Faulturm, which was used to
incarcerate debtors. Ludwig I’s order to preserve the
wall ensured the town remained on the economic fringe,
but earns the gratitude of the modern visitor.
The Spitalhof at Dr-Martin-Luther-Straße 6 was
begun with the Spital zum Heiligen Geist about
1280, outside the circuit of the then town wall.
The spital (both infirmary and hostel) was often
built outside a town wall so late travellers could
be accommodated after the gates closed and
because of fears of epidemics. The building to
the right inside the courtyard shows the symbols
of justice painted at the corner and the complex
bears the double eagle of a free imperial city. The
buildings belong to various centuries. The 18th
century remodelled church, with fragments of
late Gothic frescoes, opens (Su 9.00) for services.
A waterwheel and well are reconstructed.
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in November (M-F 14-20, Sa-Su 11-20) take
place in the Spitalhof.
Food
The centre of town is dotted with bakeries,
cafes and restaurants. The pastry confection
balls Schneeballen are popular in the cafes
and Konditoreien, where the dominant flavour seems to be chocolate. For Franconian
fare there is plenty of choice, but the two
restaurants at Hotel Goldene Rose (tel
09851-57750) in the 15th century building
at Marktplatz 4 offer a choice of traditional
dishes, a speciality of Argentinian Angus
steaks and degustation menus. Bräustüberl
zum Braunen Hirsch (May-early Oct) off the
main streets at Turmgasse 3 offers a blend of
regional fare, vegetarian dishes, Arctic salmon
and the usually Alsatian flammkuchen.
Museums
Exhibits at Haus der Geschichte in the
Altrathaus at Altrathausplatz 14 (May-Sep
M-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-17, €4/2, families €9)
have a strong focus on the late medieval period
and Thirty Years War, including a 16th century
muzzle-load cannon. A separate section
covers the discovery of the town by artists and
some of their works. The 1361 building was
extended in the 16th century and the vaults
beneath show devices once used for dealing
with witches. These and the jail cells can be
reached free of charge from the courtyard.
Museum 3. Dimension (Apr-May &
Sep-Oct M-Su 11-17, Jul-Aug M-Su 10-18,
Nov-Mar Sa-Su 11-17, €10/6, families €28)
in the historic mill next to Nördlinger Tor
explores the world of illusion and distortion
with a dash of science including holography,
stereo photography and other lighting effects,
especially entertaining for children.
Accommodation
Rooms inside the city walls are in traditional
buildings with interior renovations. Small
hotels and family-run guesthouse-restaurants
are the norm. To book accommodation
including private rooms visit the tourist office
or its website (see above).
Gasthof Goldner Hirsch (tel 098512347, www.goldnerhirsch.de) at Weinmarkt
6 has singles/doubles at €38/60 and three-bed
rooms at €77 with discounts for stays longer
than a night. Garage places are €4 a day when
available and bicycle rental only €2 a day.
Gasthof Pension Goldene Krone (tel
09851-2293, www.goldenekrone.de) at Nördlinger Straße 24 has singles/doubles with
breakfast and full facilities in the range €3845/64-70.
Hotel Restaurant Piazza (tel 098518998816, email info@piazza-dinkelsbuehl
.de) is a small hotel in a late 17th century
building at Segringer Straße 8 offering singles/
doubles starting from €48/76 with breakfast
and full facilities and three/four-bed rooms
from €90/112.
The small Pension Baumeisterhaus (tel
09851-550866, baumeisterhaus-dkb.de) at
Schäfergäßlein 4 has singles/doubles from
€50/80 and an apartment for four to six from
€85. Additional beds are €15. Breakfast is €8
per person. The DJH hostel Jugendherberge
Dinkelsbühl (tel 089-922098555) in the
old barn Kornscheune at Koppengasse 10 is
closed but a reopening is hoped for in 2015.

